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BUILD UP YOUR IDEA

•••••

We are not just about work.

For us this is a passion we cultivate day by day. Each project 
gives us the awareness of having created something that 
did not exist before, and will testify to the fact that we did.

Massimo Gaido C.E.O. SAET srl

•••••
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the IDEA

Every object that accompanies us in our daily lives possesses 
a technological engine under its surface which is capable of 
breathing life into it.

The generations that preceded us saw hearts of metal with 
cores and bodies of heavy steel. Today the objects we touch 
are increasingly lightweight and ergonomically-shaped, yet 
vastly more powerful. Functionality, practicality and design 
are the essential requirements of every new product set to 
make its debut on the market. Reliability, flexibility, power, 
efficiency, cost-effectiveness and versatility are the qualities 
its technological engine must live up to.

We listen to you, our customers, and together we create a 
technological heart capable of providing a secure, efficient 
answer to your needs. 
The solutions we employ are designed to reach your goals 
through careful production cost planning, compliance 
with specifications, and improving the performance and 
competitivity of our products on the market.

Discover with us how to apply the most innovative, reliable 
and cost-effective science to the heart of your products, and 
reap the benefits that new technology makes available to 
anyone who knows how to use it effectively.

The world of SAET is everywhere 
you look.

For example, what do a car, a 
production plant, an automatic 
dispenser and a car-wash have in 
common?

Easy: our electronics, our wiring, in 
other words our technology.



about us
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ABOUT US

SAET was set up in 1990 as an electronics systems, hardware and software 
design company. Bringing together highly specialized experts with many years 
of experience gained in the automotive and industrial automation sector, in 
just a short time the business began to focus on custom microcontroller and 
microprocessor systems.

More than twenty years of constant growth, backed by the confidence 
of loyal customers, have given SAET the experience and skills required to 
develop hi-tech projects of considerable complexity.

Flexibility, dynamism, reliability and rapid project development lead-times 
are the qualities that make us stand out today, enabling us to analyze, 
propose and apply the best technologies in terms of cost and performance, 
and positioning us as preferred partner for major companies of all sizes 
operating in the most diverse fields, whether it be industrial, civil, medical or 
the highly stringent automotive sector.



quality
  in the production process
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QUALITY in the PRODUCTION process

Our quality system has been certified by TUV since 2009 as compliant with the UNI 
EN ISO 9001:2008 standard. However, our desire for professional growth drives us 
constantly towards new challenges. Indeed, we have recently started the procedures 
for acquiring two new certifications: the ISO EN 14000 environmental and ISO EN 
18000 occupational health and safety standards. Special attention is paid to the 
ongoing training of all our staff through courses held both within and outside the 
company.

QUALITY
  first and foremost



electronics design
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ELECTRONICS design

All the hardware-related design stages 
are studied down to the smallest detail 
and implemented by our engineers in our 
laboratories.

From the drawing up of specifications in 
cooperation with customers, to in-field 
test validation, we follow you step by step. 
Information is shared on the specifications 
of the applicable reference standards, as 
well as the particular work environment 
conditions and nature of the field of 
application of the device in question. 

Cutting edge design and simulation tools 
are used to put forward microcontroller 
and microprocessor solutions ranging from 
small 8-bit single to more powerful 32-bit 
multicore chips. Our hardware expertise 

is particularly wide-reaching. To be brief, 
besides digital applications we are also 
able to tackle projects relating to power 
devices such as DC/AC drives, RF data 
transmission systems, GPRS  modems 
and GPS systems, as well as particularly 
complex Can, IsoBus, Ethernet and 
Profibus distributed I/O systems.

Our designers are supported by a well-
equipped, modern laboratory in the 
carrying out of preliminary tests on 
electromagnetic compatibility and climatic 
conditions, as well as validation tests 
performed using automatic or semi-
automatic equipment.

HARDWARE
  design
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PCB/CAD and 3D development

Producing PCBs represents a fundamental step on the way to reaching a good result. 
A perfect PCB avoids a multitude of electromagnetic compatibility and other issues 
down the line.

Producing a PCB with perfect knowledge of any fitting issues facilitates the 
subsequent production phase, making it simpler, or at the very least more sustainable. 

Our CAD allows us to position components starting from 3D data models so we can 
easily build our design into the mechanical CAD in order, for example, to produce the 
housing of the complete device.

Where necessary we can generate the 3D data for the making of plastic containers 
using injection or thermoforming moulds, and metal containers with die-casting or 
shearing moulds.

We use Orcad and Altium for the PCB layout and schematic entry, and SolidWorks for 
the 3D data relating to the mechanics.

PCB/CAD
and 3D development
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FIRMWARE
development

The development of the firmware represents a critical step for the success of a new 
project. Our engineers will listen to your needs, and be able to encapsulate them in 
the right technological solution for your device.

Our developers have gained many years of experience in sectors which are diverse, 
but with a common denominator: stringent applications, in difficult environments 
where reliability is fundamental.

We develop our firmware in C, C++ and Assembler, with or without the use of 
Windows, Linux or third-party RTOS depending on the application. The code is written 
and developed in compliance with Misra guidelines, and where necessary according 
to EN ISO 13849-1 and EN 62061 provisions or referring to any other applicable 
product standards.

Our tools include static and dynamic code verification and simulation, communication 
protocol simulators and other high-level debugging and analysis tools.

FIRMWARE development



SMD assembly
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SMD assembly

The SMD assembly department has been 
introduced into the company relatively 
recently.

In some ways, bringing all the 
production in-house at a time of general 
delocalization could seem to be an 
anachronistic choice.

However, this decision has turned out 
to be one of the keys to our success; 
in this way we can offer our customers 
a finished product in which the entire 
process, from concept to assembly, is 
under our control and management. 

Not depending on third parties means 
we can guarantee the quality of all 
the production processes, plan the 
production according to the needs of 

our customers, and cater for small-scale 
productions, prototyping and peaks in 
product demand without having to rely 
on others.

With an assembly capacity of around 
60,000 chips/hr we can meet 
demanding production requirements, 
and at the same time maintain extreme 
flexibility thanks to some assembly 
machines installed off-line.

Two optical silk-screen printers, five 
pick&place handlers and one sixteen-
zone reflow oven represent the 
department’s main equipment.

We fit all latest generation components 
such as µBGA, Fine Pitch, 0402, and 
CSP.

SMD assembly
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PTH assembly

There has been a marked reduction in the demand for the assembly of PTH (Pin 
Through Hole) components over time, with SMD components taking over. Obviously 
our designers tend to use them only where strictly necessary on account of mechanical 
issues or because there is no similar surface-mounted component.

Our department is able though to assemble any PTH component, and perform manual 
reflow or automatic wave soldering.

The workbenches - all strictly ESD - are equipped with Weller multifunction digital 
soldering stations.

The laboratory is completed by a deionized water and 
detergent washing line, plus a conformal coating (or 
tropicalization) line.

This process consists of coating electronic circuitry 
with a film of protective resin to protect the 
components installed on the board from atmospheric 
agents, dust or aggressive vapours.

The process prevents oxidation and the growth of 
dendrites that could compromise the operation of 
the device over time.

PTH assembly



automated Optical
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Automated Optical Inspection -AOI-

Following SMT and PTH assembly, 
all the boards undergo automated 
optical inspection in order to prevent 
and identify any assembly or soldering 
defects.

This test is carried out using a state-of-
the-art Omron RNS-pt.

Our inspection system guarantees 
the utmost reliability in all the boards 
assembled.

Thanks to techniques for acquiring 
special images and processing them 
using a very special wide-spectrum 
lighting system, we obtain practically 
complete coverage of soldering joint 
and component positioning defects.

The operating principle is based on the 
acquisition of images detected by a high 
definition camera, combined with a 
ring lighting system which emits a flash 
sequence with different wavelengths. 

The images are then compared with 
those stored in the library, and if this 
comparison highlights any possible 
defects a specialist operator analyzes 
the signal, and if necessary remedies or 
flags up the problem.

One hundred per cent of our production 
undergoes this test.

Automated OPTICAL 
Inspection -AOI-
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Performing parametric testing is extremely important on both pre-series and high 
volume, low-cost production in which a high level of accuracy is required by new 
technology. All this is made possible by our impressive fleet of Spea machinery.

In-circuit testing makes it possible to check each single board component from the 
outset.

An ICT is used mainly to intercept errors introduced during production, such as 
missing or incorrect value components, short or open circuits, inverted polarities and 
so on.

Net contact mechanics (bed of nails or fixture) and circuit analysis software are part 
of the testing program, using specific equipment for each board composed of contact 
mechanics and the test program.

PARAMETRIC testing

PARAMETRIC
  testing

In the case of a Flying Probe machine, contact 
mechanics is avoided as the machine positions 
itself on the points to check by moving its own 
measurement probes.

This technology makes it possible to perform 
parametric testing on small series productions and 
sampling as well.

With the latest generation Flying Probe and two 
ICTs we are able to carry out any parametric testing 
automatically in-house in conditions of  maximum 
security.

The test programs are developed by our own highly 
specialized engineers trained by the world leader in 
this type of test.

Parametric in-circuit test (Flyprobe)Parametric in-circuit test (fixture)
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FUNCTIONAL testing

The degree of coverage provided by a test 
system is always relative, and depends 
on the type of board and its application. 
Optical and parametric testing are rarely 
able to provide total coverage, which 
is why dedicated functional testing is 
sometimes necessary.

Functional testing is the only way 
of substantiating and certifying the 
operation of complex electronic systems, 
and it is performed at the end of the 
production line, before the device is 
released onto the market.

By its very nature, functional testing is 
designed to check devices by carrying 
out a series of simulations that reproduce 
the system’s operating conditions and 
the environmental conditions in which it 
operates in as realistic a way as possible.

Our functional testing solutions (ATE) 
are general purpose, as they are capable 
of testing different types of board and 
electronic device with minimal investment 

FUNCTIONAL
  testing

Multi-application functional test

(depending on whether contact fixtures 
are required or not).

These extremely flexible, modular systems 
can be used to perform low and high 
frequency signal and power analog and 
digital measurements, and handle various 
types of output.

In addition we accept the integration 
of a wide range of external instruments 
controlled by simple, intuitive software, 
expanding the potential as required 
while complying with the features of the 
specific architecture.

A number of our functional test machines 
are dedicated to specific applications, 
while any kind of functional test can be 
carried out on our two general purpose 
machines.

Functional test (dedicated)



assembly
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ASSEMBLY

ASSEMBLY

Our priority is to supply a complete finished product that fully meets the expectations of our customers in 
terms of functionality, looks and cost-effectiveness.

With this in mind we have set up a practical, versatile assembly line composed of 10 work stations which 
can be used stand-alone, sequentially or all together as required.

Devices are moved between stations using a slider bed system with dedicated placers in order to facilitate 
assembly operations and minimize manual operating costs.

Each station is fitted with all the tools needed to carry out the operations required, and the hi-tech assembly 
equipment is periodically checked and calibrated; torque drivers, dynamometric screwdrivers and micro 
wrenches, volumetric and weight resin and glue feeders, computerized soldering stations, automatic 
labelling systems, and a wide range of measuring and control equipment to complete the assembly line.
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CONTROL BOX assembly

CONTROL BOX
  assembly

Very often, as well as an electronic 
control device our customers’ products 
require electric wiring and a control box.

We can deliver control boxes of 
considerable complexity with the 
highest possible degree of automation. 

The advantage of automating an 
action which is usually manual is 
that it considerable increases process 
repeatability, and this enables fine-
tuning of the process and a consequent 
improvement in the end product.

We have two control box assembly lines 
and a number of stand-alone stations, 
and can produce single boxes as well 
as repetitive, mass production boxes, 
streamlining costs and achieving the 
highest standards of quality.

When necessary we can propose 
solutions for components, and design 
the entire control box to regulation 
standards. 

All the instrumentation required for 
testing and certifying our control boxes 
is available in-house, and our operators 
have the necessary expertise and 
training.

Each step in the assembly is carried out 
with precision thanks to the use, where 
necessary, of drivers with control of the 
torque, speed and time, leaving nothing 
to chance.



wiring
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WIRING

We have a department which is 
completely dedicated to the automatic, 
semi-automatic and manual production 
of wiring harnesses, from simple, made-
to-measure leads to entire electric 
systems for highly complex equipment. 

Our engineering office can advise 
customers on the right components and 
technology to use for their application, 
and we can supply diagrams, drawings 
and bills of material starting from sample 
wiring.

We are also happy to carry out sub-
contracting work, handling the materials 
and/or outsourcing if necessary. 

The department has a considerable 
production capacity, and is able to 
process single- and multi-pole wiring 
automatically, as well as large-section 
wiring.

Using a latest generation test system, we 
are able to test the wiring and provide 
electrical test reports.

We have more than ten thousand 
part numbers in stock, and can satisfy 
the production requirements of 
customers working with a kanban lean 
manufacturing system.

WIRING



store
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STORE

With over forty thousand part numbers in stock divided into active and passive components, cables and connectors, we really can 
cater for our customers’ just-in-time needs.

We can handle the purchasing of all the material needed to complete a product, relieving customers of onerous outsourcing. We plan 
supplies even more than twelve months ahead, creating buffer stocks to meet the production needs of customers who rely on us.

Materials handling is fully computerized, with numerous automatic stores, and full component traceability is guaranteed by a 
particularly efficient IT system.

With our management program we can monitor each single step materials take, from their arrival in the company to the shipment of 
the finished product to the customer. For example, shipment track and trace numbers are given on the delivery document forwarded 
in advance to the customer, providing real-time up-to-date information on the goods to be received.

Thanks to our materials handling system, we can offer a service which is unparalleled in terms of efficiency, cost and quality.



products
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PRODUCTS

Our product is the satisfaction of our customers.

We apply the most reliable and innovative solutions to produce electronics capable of 
creating the technological heart of your projects, and of meeting all the demands of 
a constantly-evolving market. We put our experience and expertise at your disposal 
to deliver custom electronics.

Innovation is the only true entrepreneurial tool.

our PRODUCTS 
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gold & technical PARTNER

Leading domestic and foreign companies have chosen us as their technology partner. 

We work with small craft enterprises and major multinationals with the same 
enthusiasm and professionalism, seeking the right technical solution for every need.

together ...
 WE GROW

Institutional links

gold partners:

www.giletta.com www.aquarama.it www.bluecar.fr www.gmeiner-online.de

We have always had close associations with the academic world, and take pride 

in the numerous links we have with both universities and countless laboratories of 
worldwide renown.

We take an active part in European and national projects alongside leading centres 
of research. We pursue the right skills wherever they are in order to provide our 
customers with the best solutions for their products.

technical partners:

www.corep.it www.clubce.corep.it www.polito.it

www.ismb.itwww.mesapiemonte.it www.mictorino.it www.poloinnovazioneict.org
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Our philosophy is to seek to become a technological partner 
for our customers, rather than just a supplier.

We are well aware that this is certainly an ambition that 
brings with it great responsibility, and requires a level of 
commitment that goes well beyond the norm.

Technologies evolve much faster today than in the past, and 
knowing how to take advantage of the opportunities they 
offer is critical to the success of a new product.

Our experience in multiple sectors enables us to see beyond 
specific applications, and to bring together solutions which 
may initially seem to be far apart.

We apply the most appropriate technology to each single 
project, with a clear and complete view of what the market 
has to offer.

Our essential, effective approach to design allows us to 
combine technology, performance and cost-effectiveness 
while complying with the strictest quality and legal 
standards.

•••••

We are not just about work.

For us this is a passion we cultivate day by day. Each project 
gives us the awareness of having created something that 
did not exist before, and will testify to the fact that we did.

Massimo Gaido C.E.O. SAET srl

•••••

the IDEA
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S.A.E.T. Srl 
Via Po, 13 • 12022 BUSCA (CN)• Lat. 44° 30’ 1’’ - Long. 7° 29’ 30’’ 

Tel.:+39.0171.943959 • Fax:+39.0171.944831

w w w . s a e t s r l . c o m
in fo@saets r l . com

ENGLISH


